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Abstract
We consider the problem of calibrating a highly generic
imaging model, that consists of a non-parametric association of a projection ray in 3D to every pixel in an image.
Previous calibration approaches for this model do not seem
to be directly applicable for cameras with large fields of
view and non-central cameras. In this paper, we describe a
complete calibration approach that should in principle be
able to handle any camera that can be described by the
generic imaging model. Initial calibration is performed
using multiple images of overlapping calibration grids simultaneously. This is then improved using pose estimation
and bundle adjustment-type algorithms. The approach has
been applied on a wide variety of central and non-central
cameras including fisheye lens, catadioptric cameras with
spherical and hyperbolic mirrors, and multi-camera setups.
We also consider the question if non-central models are
more appropriate for certain cameras than central models.

1. Introduction
This paper is about camera calibration. We adopt a general non-parametric imaging model that consists in associating one projection ray to each individual pixel. By
projection ray we refer to the 3D (half-) line along which
light travels that falls onto the pixel (here, we neglect point
spread and the finite spatial extent of a pixel). Rays may be
unconstrained, i.e. they may not intersect in a single point,
in which case the camera is called non-central. This general
model has been used in various works [7, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19,
20, 22, 23, 25, 26], and is best described in [7], where properties other than geometric ones are also considered.
By adopting this model, one may formulate “blackbox calibration” and provide algorithms that allow to calibrate any camera (see figure 1 for examples), be it of pinhole type (with or without optical distortions), catadioptric
[2, 10], pushbroom [8], or some other acquisition system
[15, 20]. Such calibration algorithms have been proposed
in [3, 6, 7, 22]. In this paper, we adopt the approach of [22]
which allows to perform calibration from three images of
a calibration grid, without having to know the motion between the images. To calibrate the complete image with
only three images, one would need a calibration grid of appropriate dimensions and shape; especially for omnidirectional cameras (fisheye, catadioptric, etc), this will be cumbersome to produce and handle. In this paper, we propose a
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Figure 1. Examples of generic imaging model. (a) pinhole camera,
(b) catadioptric with hyperbolic mirror (central), (c) multi-camera,
(d) catadioptric with spherical mirror (non-central).

Figure 2. Examples of complete calibration. Left: 23 calibration
grids, used in calibrating a fisheye. Right: 24 calibration grids
used in calibrating a spherical catadioptric camera.

similar method, that uses multiple images to accurately and
completely calibrate large fields of view.
Our approach works as follows. An initial calibration
is done with images of calibration grids that present sufficient overlap. We then recursively incorporate additional
images: at each step, we select the image that has the largest
overlap with the already calibrated image region. We show
how to compute the pose of the associated calibration grid.
Then, given the pose, one may compute projection rays for
previously uncalibrated pixels, thus enlarging the calibrated
image region. This is iterated until all images have been
used. We also propose a bundle adjustment method that can
be used at any stage of the procedure. This approach and
the underlying methods are developed for both, non-central
and central models, although the central case is described
in more detail here. Besides developing algorithms, we are
also interested in the question if for certain cameras it is
worth going to a full non-central model, cf. also [1, 11].
This paper is organized as follows. The calibration approach is described in §2 and some variants are proposed
in §3. Practical issues are discussed in §4. Experimental
results are presented in §5, followed by conclusions in §6.

2. Complete Calibration
We first provide an overview of complete generic camera
calibration. We take several images of a calibration grid
such as to cover the entire image region. Then, matching
between image pixels and points on the calibration grids is
performed. From such matches, we then compute the pose
of each of these grids in a common coordinate system. After
this pose computation, a 3D projection ray is computed for
each pixel, as follows. For all grid points matching a given
pixel, we compute their 3D coordinates (via the pose of the
grids). The pixel’s projection ray is then simply computed
by fitting a straight line to the associated grid points.
For a non-central camera, atleast two grid points per
pixel are of course required. If the camera is (assumed to
be) central however, a single grid point is enough: as will
be seen later, the above stage of pose computation also comprises the estimation of the camera’s optical center (in the
same coordinate frame as the grids’ pose). Thus, we compute projection rays by fitting lines to 3D points, but which
are constrained to contain the optical center.
In the following, we describe different parts of our approach in more detail. In this section, we describe the case
of central cameras. For conciseness, the non-central case
is described more briefly in §3.1. First, we show how to
use the images of multiple grids simultaneously, to compute grid pose and the optical center. It is then shown how
to compute the pose of additional grids. Refinement of calibration after each step, through bundle adjustment, is then
discussed in §2.3.

2.1 Calibration using Multiple Grids
Our goal is to obtain the poses of multiple calibration
grids w.r.t. a common coordinate system. Let Bi denote
the image region covered by the ith calibration grid, for
i = 1 · · · n. Let ∪ and ∩ refer to union and intersection operations respectively. The calibration algorithm is applied
to a partial region given by ∪ni=2 (B1 ∩ Bi ). Once the poses
are computed the calibration is extended to a larger region
given by ∪ni=1 Bi .
We now outline the theory behind calibration using multiple grids. Consider one pixel and its associated grid points,
with homogeneous coordinates Qi = (Qi1 , Qi2 , Qi3 , Qi4 )T ,
for grids i = 1 · · · n. In the following, we consider planar
calibration grids, and thus suppose that Qi3 = 0. Let the
unknown grid poses be represented by rotation matrices R i
and translation vectors ti , such that the point Qi , given in
local grid coordinates, is mapped to global coordinates via
 i
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Furthermore, let O = (O1 , O2 , O3 , 1) be the coordinates
of the camera’s optical center. As global coordinate system,
we adopt, without loss of generality, the reference frame of
the first grid, i.e. R1 = I and t1 = 0.
We now show how to estimate the unknown grid poses
and the optical center. This is based on the following
collinearity constraint: with the correct poses, the grid
points associated with one pixel, after mapping into the
global coordinate system via (1), must be collinear, and in
addition, collinear with the optical center. This is because
all these points must lie on the pixel’s projection ray, i.e. a
straight line. Algebraically, this collinearity constraint can
be formulated as follows. Consider the matrix containing
the coordinates of the collinear points:
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The collinearity of these points implies that this 4 × (n +
1) matrix must be of rank smaller than 3. Consequently, the
determinants of all its 3 × 3 submatrices must vanish. This
gives equations linking calibration point coordinates and the
unknowns (camera poses and optical center). On using the
first column (optical center) and two other columns with Qj
and Qk to form a submatrix, we get bilinear equations in
terms of calibration point coordinates Qj and Qk . Hence,
we may write the equations in the form:
Qj

T

T3×3 Qk = 0

(3)

This matrix T (a bifocal matching tensor), depends on
camera pose and optical center, in a way specific to which
3 × 3 submatrix of (2) is considered. Using (3), we estimate such tensors T from available correspondences. Since
3×3 submatrices can be obtained by removing
one row and

n − 2 columns at a time, we have 4× n+1
possible
match3
ing tensors T . However, using simulations we observed
that not all of them can be estimated uniquely from point
matches. Let Tijk;i0 j 0 k0 represent the tensor corresponding
to the submatrix with rows (i, j, k) and columns (i0 , j 0 , k 0 ).
In the following, we use 2 × (n − 1) constraints of the form
Tx34;12y , (x = 1, 2; y = 3 · · · n) for calibration, i.e. constraints combining the optical center and the first grid, with
the other grids. For
the equation
the
P9these ytensors,
P9 (3)y takes
y
y
following form:
C
V
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for T134;12y and T234;12y respectively. Here, Ciy = Q1j Qyk ,
for appropriate indices j, as shown in Table 1.
Viy and Wiy are computed up to scale using least squares.
y
Note that they share some coefficients (e.g. R3,1
), hence
they can be estimated up to the same scale factor, λy .
We perform this step for (n − 1) constraints by choosing
y = 3 · · · n. We now combine all the coupled variables

2.2 Pose Estimation of Additional Grids

Table 1. Tensors T134;12y and T234;12y for a central camera.
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contained in the different tensors, to obtain the following
system which links the pose variables of all the grids.
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We rewrite equation (4) as follows:
A6(n−1)×(2+6(n−1)) Z2+6(n−1) = Y6(n−1)
Since A is of rank 6(n − 1), we obtain the (2 + 6(n − 1))
variables (Z 0 s) up to a linear combination of three vectors.
The coefficients of the linear combination are computed using orthogonality constraints on rotation matrices R i . More
details are given in [18].
Using the definition of Z, it is possible to compute the
pose variables uniquely except for a sign ambiguity in n
variables: there are two mirror solutions for each grid’s pose
(they can lie on either side of the optical center). In the case
of a pinhole camera we can resolve this ambiguity by applying the constraint that the grids must lie on the same side
of the optical center. However this constraint becomes difficult to apply for omnidirectional cameras where the grids
essentially get distributed around the center. We apply the
following technique. First we arbitrarily select one solution
for the first grid’s pose. Then we identify the correct location of each of the other grids by minimizing their distance
with an already fixed grid, with which it has some overlap.
This is easily achieved because we usually collect images
in succession and not in a completely random order.
Having determined the pose of grids and the optical center, we now compute projection rays for all pixels that have
at least one matching point in one of the grids used here.

We suppose here that a partial calibration of the camera
has been performed with the method of the previous section.
The calibration is partial because only grids whose projection in the image had some overlap with one of the grids
(“the first grid”) were used. In order to make the calibration
complete, we use the pose estimation technique, described
in our earlier work [17], to include additional grids, which
do not have any overlap with the first grid, but with some of
the others. A 4th degree polynomial equation is solved to
compute the pose and the correct solution is identified from
the ambiguous ones as given in [9].

2.3 Bundle Adjustment
We use bundle adjustment [24] to refine the pose of all
grids (except for the first one) and the projection rays. During bundle adjustment, we minimize the generic ray-point
distance metric [17], i.e. the sum of distances between a
grid point and the projection ray of a pixel that has seen that
point. This can be applied at any stage of our approach;
we apply it after the initial calibration using multiple grids
(cf. §2.1), for refining the pose of each additional grid (cf.
§2.2), as well as at the end of the whole calibration [18].

3. Variants
3.1. Non-Central Cameras
In the non-central case, collinearity constraints require 3
or more grid points per pixel, instead of 2 for central cameras (where the optical center, though unknown, is taken
into account). We use the same notations as in §2.1. For a
non-central camera, we apply the collinearity constraint on
the region given by ∪ni=3 (B1 ∩B2 ∩Bi ). Once the poses are
computed the calibration is eventually extended to a larger
region given by ∪i,j=1···n;i6=j (Bi ∩ Bj ).
We now summarize the calibration procedure, analogously to §2.1. We have no optical center here, so do consider the following 4 × n matrix of collinear points:

 1
2
2
Q1 R11
Q21 + R12
Q22 + t21 Q24 · · ·
2
2
Q12 R21
Q22 + t22 Q24 · · ·
Q21 + R22


2
2
2
 0 R31 Q1 + R32 Q22 + t23 Q24 · · ·
Q14
Q24
···
Similarly to the central case we can apply the collinearity constraint by equating the determinant of every 3 × 3
submatrix to zero. Using simulations we found, as in the
central case, that not all of these provide unique solutions.
In contrast to the central case, where we used the center and
the first grid to build a system linking all the pose variables,
we here use the first and second grid to build the system.
Thus we have 3 × (n − 2) possible tensors, represented by
T3jk;12y , (j, k ∈ {1, 2, 4}, y = 3 · · · n). As in the central

case, we are able to use these tensors to estimate the poses
of all the grids. More details are given in [18].
The next step of the calibration chain, pose estimation and computation of further projection rays, is also
slightly different compared to central cameras (cf. §2.2).
Here, the calibration region is extended to Ck+1 =
∪i,j=1···n;i6=j (Bi ∩ Bj ), i.e. it contains all pixels that are
matched to at least 2 grid points. As for the actual pose estimation, it can be formulated in the same way as for central
cameras, but may lead to a set of 8 solutions that does not
contain reflected pairs [4, 13, 17]. Disambiguation can be
carried out using additional points besides the 3 used for the
minimal pose routine.

3.2. Slightly Non-Central Cameras
For slightly non-central cameras like fisheye, spherical
or hyperbolic catadioptric cameras, we start by running the
central version of the generic calibration to obtain an initial partial calibration. Typically we use four or five images
simultaneously to calibrate an image region and then use
pose estimation to add other images and cover the rest of
the image region. Next, we relax the central assumption;
projection rays are first computed from grid points, without
enforcing them to pass through an optical center. After this,
a non-central bundle adjustment is performed [18].

3.3. Selecting the Best Camera Model
The non-central calibration algorithm of §3.1, can not be
used as such to calibrate a central camera: data (pixel-togrid correspondences) coming from a central camera, will
lead to a higher rank-deficiency in the linear solution of the
tensors, causing an incorrect calibration (although residuals
will be lower). However, we may, by analyzing the rank
of the underlying equation system, detect this problem and
maybe even classify the camera as being central and then
apply the appropriate calibration algorithm. More generally speaking, this is a model selection problem, and the
rank-analysis or any other solution will allow to build a truly
complete black box calibration system.
To this end, we have to take into account a few intermediate camera models that may be encountered in practice.
One such case is the class of cameras for which there exists
a single line that cuts all projection rays (we call them axial cameras). Examples are the classical two-camera stereo
systems (the mentioned line is the baseline joining the two
optical centers) and certain non-central catadioptric cameras, e.g. all catadioptric cameras with a spherical mirror. A
yet more special class of cameras are so-called crossed-slits
cameras [5], which encompass pushbroom cameras [8]. We
are currently specializing our calibration approach to these
additional general classes of camera types. Overall, it seems
that these 4 classes (central, axial, crossed-slits, fully noncentral) and their associated calibration algorithms, maybe

with a few additional classes, should be sufficient to calibrate most cameras.
Besides considering these general camera types, we
may also discuss the choice between parametric and nonparametric models for a given camera. Generic calibration
not only allows to calibrate any camera system by treating
it as a black box, it also provides the ability to easily obtain a parametric calibration once the model for the camera is known. Every parametric calibration will just be a
model-fitting problem, which can be solved as a non-linear
optimization problem starting with the good initial solution
obtained using generic calibration.

4. Practical Issues
First, we found that grids with circular targets, using
point spread function to compute the centers, provide stable calibration compared to checkerboard patterns.
Secondly, the usage of grids with very different orientations and positions is important for stable calibration. One
way to easily achieve this is to use calibration grids of different sizes and to put them at different distances from the
camera (together with sufficient orientation differences).
Thirdly, by using a combination of local 4-point homography based prediction, local collinearity and orthogonality
constraints, we start from four features (circular targets or
corners), located at the corners of a square, and incrementally extend the matching of image features to grid coordinates along all directions. This approach worked automatically for all pinhole images as well as for several fisheye
and catadioptric images. However we also had to use manual input for some images.
The last issue is concerned with a required interpolation
process: for every grid point in the first image we compute
the interpolated points in the other grids’ coordinate systems (since for other grids, the extracted targets or corners
do not lie on the same pixels in general). To take care of
the noise we impose collinearity constraints (globally for
central cameras and locally for non-central cameras) during interpolation process for the originally collinear corners
in the calibration grids [18]. This improved the numerical
stability of the results significantly.

5. Experiments and Results
We have calibrated a wide variety of cameras (both central and non-central) as shown in Table 2. Results are first
discussed for several “slightly non-central” cameras, and
then for a multi-camera system.
Slightly non-central cameras: central vs. non-central
models. For three cameras (a fisheye, a hyperbolic and
a spherical catadioptric system, see sample images in Figure 3), we applied both, central calibration and the procedure explained in § 3.2, going from central to non-central.

Table 2. Bundle adjustment statistics for different cameras. (C)
and (NC) refer to central and non-central calibration respectively,
and RMS is the root-mean-square residual error of the bundle adjustment (ray-point distances). It is given in percent, relative to the
overall size of the scene (largest pairwise distance between points
on calibration grids).

Camera
Pinhole (C)
Fisheye (C)
(NC)
Sphere (C)
(NC)
Hyperbolic (C)
(NC)
Multi-Cam (NC)
Eye+Pinhole (C)

Images
3
23
23
24
24
24
24
3
3

Rays
217
508
342
380
447
293
190
1156
29

Points
651
2314
1712
1441
1726
1020
821
3468
57

RMS
0.04
0.12
0.10
2.94
0.37
0.40
0.34
0.69
0.98

Table 3. RMS error for circle fits to grid points, for turntable sequences (see text).

Camera
Fisheye
Spherical
Hyperbolic

Grids
14
19
12

Central
0.64
2.40
0.81

Figure 3. Top: sample images for hyperbolic (left), spherical (middle) and eye based catadioptric cameras (right). Bottom: fisyeye
image (left), pose of calibration grids used to calibrate the fisheye
(middle) and a least squares circle fit to the estimated positions of
one grid point (right).

Non-Central
0.49
1.60
1.17

Table 2 shows that the bundle adjustment’s residual errors
for central and non-central calibration, are very close to one
another for the fisheye and hyperbolic catadioptric cameras.
This suggests that for the cameras used in the experiments,
the central model is appropriate. As for the spherical catadioptric camera, the non-central model has a significantly
lower residual, which may suggest that a non-central model
is better here.
To further investigate this issue we performed another
evaluation. A calibration grid was put on a turntable, and
images were acquired for different turntable positions. We
are thus able to quantitatively evaluate the calibration, by
measuring how close the recovered grid pose corresponds
to a turntable sequence. Individual grid points move on a
circle in 3D; we thus compute a least squares circle fit to the
3D positions given by the estimated grid pose. At the bottom of Figure 3, recovered grid poses are shown, as well as a
circle fit to the positions of one grid point. Table 3 shows the
RMS errors of circle fits (again, relative to scene size, and
given in percent). We note that the non-central model provides a significantly better reconstruction than the central
one for the spherical catadioptric camera, which thus confirms the above observation. For the fisheye, the non-central
calibration also performs better, but not as significantly. As
for the hyperbolic catadioptric camera, the central model
gives a better reconstruction though. This can probably be
explained as follows. Inspite potential imprecisions in the
camera setup, the camera seems to be sufficiently close to
a central one, so that the non-central model leads to overfit-

Figure 4. Multi-camera setup consisting of 3 cameras (left). Recovered projection rays and grid poses (right).

ting. Consequently, although the bundle adjustment’s residual is lower than for the central model (which always has
to be the case), it gives “predictions” (here, pose or motion
estimation) which are unreliable.
Calibration of a multi-camera system. A multi-camera
network can be considered as a single generic imaging system. As shown in Figure 4 (left), we used a system of three
(approximately pinhole) cameras to capture three images
each of a calibration grid. We virtually concatenated the
images from the individual cameras and computed all projection rays and the three grid poses in a single reference
frame (see Figure 4 (right)), using the non-central algorithm
described in § 3.1.
In order to evaluate the calibration, we compared results
with those obtained by plane-based calibration [21, 27], that
used the knowledge that the three cameras are pinholes. In
both, our multi-camera calibration, and plane-based calibration, the first grid was used to fix the global coordinate system. We can thus compare the estimated poses of the other
two grids for the two methods. This is done for both, the rotational and translational parts of the pose. As for rotation,
we measure the angle (in radians) of the relative rotation between the rotation matrices given by the two methods, see
columns Ri in Table 4). As for translation, we measure the

Table 4. Evaluation of non-central multi-camera calibration relative to plane-based calibration. See text for more details.

Camera
1
2
3

R2
0.0117
0.0149
0.0088

R3
0.0359
0.0085
0.0249

t2
0.56
0.44
0.53

t3
3.04
2.80
2.59

Center
2.78
2.17
1.16

distance between the estimated 3D positions of the grids’
centers of gravity (columns ti in Table 4) expressed in percent, relative to the scene size. Here, plane-based calibration is done separately for each camera, leading to the three
rows of Table 4.
From the non-central multi-camera calibration, we also
estimate the positions of the three optical centers, by clustering the projection rays and computing least squares point
fits to them. The column “Center” of Table 4 shows the
distances between optical centers (expressed in percent and
relative to the scene size) computed using this approach and
plane-based calibration. The discrepancies are low, suggesting that the non-central calibration of a multi-camera setup
is indeed feasible.
Another experiment we carried out was to calibrate a
small region of the exotic catadioptric system formed with
an eye as mirror, cf. an image in Figure 3 and bundle adjustment statistics in Table 2.

6. Summary and Conclusions
We have proposed a non-parametric, generic calibration
approach and shown its feasibility by calibrating a wide variety of cameras. One of the important issues is in the identification of appropriate models, central or non-central, for
slightly non-central cameras. For understanding complex
cameras or mirror surfaces, where mathematical modeling
might be more demanding, generic calibration can be used
as a black box tool to first obtain the projection rays. The
nature of these projection rays can be experimented further
to identify the right parametric model.
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